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Description - PDFView




  
  
Acadoid Developer , the publisher behind many Android apps (LectureNotes (Trial Version) ,LectureNotes ,PDFView ,Calendar (Trial Version) ,LectureRecordings ,BalloonBurst Live Wallpaper), brings PDFView with a number of new features along with the usual bug fixes. PDFView apps has been update to version 1.4.3 with several major changes and improvements. Apps release that improves performance, provides several new options.
HIGHLIGHTS
 	 Makes working with PDF files together with Lecture Notes a breeze.. 


.
Overall Satisfactionc93 

App makes lecture notes standout from all other note taking apps.

The best android note -taking app.

Thank you for this very useful app.

Much to be loved about this app.

both in quality apps & software.

It is very wonderful.

I love the versatility of it.




  	POSITIVE
	MINOR PAINS
	ISSUES

 
     imports even large pdfs without skipping a beat. found in 1 reviews 
  I have eliminated most printing and scanning. found in 1 reviews 
  App makes lecture notes standout from all other note taking apps. found in 7 reviews 
  The combination of this and lecture notes is priceless for students. found in 2 reviews 
  PDF markup. found in 1 reviews 
  Great for uni. found in 1 reviews 
  you can import more than one page at a time. found in 1 reviews 
  Perfect for a college student. found in 1 reviews 
  I use this for my university notes. found in 1 reviews 
  and I love the responsiveness of the app to the pen. found in 1 reviews 
  Excellent supplement. found in 1 reviews 
  Great for taking notes in class. found in 1 reviews 
  Backup and restore functionS area huge plus. found in 1 reviews 
  I love the versatility of it. found in 1 reviews 
  Excellent for viewing and working with PDFs. found in 1 reviews 
 
 
    Error says cannot read pdf file. found in 1 reviews 
  and it is a very small issue. found in 1 reviews 
  Import PDF in lecture notes no longer works with lstest update. found in 1 reviews 
  but does what I need well. found in 1 reviews 
  Safe zone problem. found in 1 reviews 
  it gives the error pdfview can only handle files stored locally. found in 2 reviews 
  Clicking on the icon just opens up a dialog screen. found in 2 reviews 
  Wish I could use the digitizer support but have Asus TF300. found in 1 reviews 
  Slow and doesnt allow sync with online cloud storage. found in 1 reviews 
  Since it has no primary function outside of assisting your. found in 1 reviews 
  except for the safe zone. found in 1 reviews 
  Please make it possible to import the whole PDF file. found in 1 reviews 
 
 
    Doesn't work on my Nexus 7. found in 2 reviews 
  Does not show app option for other apps to open PDFs. found in 1 reviews 
  Just gives an error that it can only handle locally stored files. found in 1 reviews 
 
 
 
 

If you are Android owner,you now can download PDFView for free from Google Play. The application is supporting English language. It weighs in at only 10MB to download. It is highly advisable to have the latest app version installed so that you don`t miss out on the fresh new features and improvements. The current app version 1.4.3 has been released on 2014-01-19. For ensuring consistency with the device you should take into account the following app compatibility information: 3.0 and up


 PDFView is a PDF viewer based on the excellent MuPDF library. It is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the ...
 
  No joke this is the best note taking app for making and presenting lectures I have found I even installed an android emulator on my windows PC just so I could use this Keep up the good work guys                       Craig Snoeyink 
 extremely customizable and i love the widget for showing a preview of a notebook page on the home screen if you wish which then allows for very fast access to a note especially for general purpose daily capturing of ideas works SOOO good with the S Pen                       Sergio Petrillo 
 Best lecture and note app on android Good function friendly user and easy                       Hatsune Miku 
 Works ok but I cant import more than 1 page at a time from a pdf of 20 pages Is it possible               AstroGeek 
 great app please people readread the description befor giving it a low Rating                       Ahmad Morad 
 Best app ever for academia                       thabang modiba 
 This is a geat app                       Njeri Yusuf 
 DOES NOT WORKS       A Google user 
 not a complete app       A Google user 
 Simply brilliant                       Wayne Lee See 
 love it                       alice bissaro 
 This is a brilliant app especially when used with the other apps in the suite I am very happy with it Good and responsive developer as well                       Ian Thomas 
 Looks good                       A Google user 
 Strongly recommand                       YiWei Fang 
 Brilliant setup with instant help desk service Only upgrades I can suggest is to also create a desktop version and get commercial cloud storage from rackspace to host and backup content straight to your own servers Then you will overtake evernote which is absolute garbage                       Jack Gold 
 Very simple to use for marking up documents The ability to create multiple layers is great                       David Coales 
 Best handling of PDF on mobile device                       Scott Green 
 Won t open just closes after try to open press ok       only way to the only heaven .Jh.ch3v16u0026John.ch14v6! 
 Best app for orginzing school notebooks                       Ofir Milul 
 Works well with LectureNotes app                       Sharad Bhatt 
 Not working in Redmond 5a       Pardip Lal 
 Great app                       Luis Garcia 
 Great                   Floria Middleton 
 Best thing since sliced bread                       John Tonkin 
 Works well                   Yang Wang 
 Fantastic tool for the University                       Simon Cronjaeger 
 Best at what it does                       Jayson Williams 
 It s great for taking notes in But it s a little painful to use to annotate pdfs This is because the rendering is pretty slow Also it s quite hard to insert pages in arbitrary locations In any case it does a decent job of things and is worth paying for                   A Google user 
 Veryyy cheap nd nonsense time consuming app      Dont waste ur time nilesh mankar 
 Downloaded this app as requested by LectureNotes app so I could import pdf files Doesnt work Keep getting error message from LN that no app available      Not working Laureen Macintosh 
 Once you get your head around all the Customisable settings this app is great Really recommend this app for anyone who needs to take extensive notes and create presentations                      Fantastic app Liam Slough 
 Very healpful very recomanded This app works with Lecture note which is the best app for writing notes it will make you switch from ipad to Android                      Great app A Google user 
 The app is supposed to work behind the scenes with LectureNotes for importing PDF files into LectureNotes It seems to work fine                  It works well with LectureNotes Art W 
 I am ecstatic to have discovered these                      Fantastic set of apps Lorna Theotokos St. Louis 
 Clicking ok will close it Like i had other choice Waste of time       Elvis Putnoee 
 Doesn t work with lecture app The developer emailed me and helped me understand what was not working Really amazing customer service                       Matthieu Quevauvilliers 
 Lecture notes allows me to present my lectures without going up to the white board too often                      Great tool for my teaching Nelson Lim 
 Very useful                      Integration with lecture Notes da di 
 Works extremely well with lecturenotes                      Amazing addon to lecturenotes Kirwa Boit 
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